MLPA analysis/complete sequencing of the DMD gene in a group of Bulgarian Duchenne/Becker muscular dystrophy patients.
Duchenne/Becker muscular dystrophy (DMD/BMD), the most common X-linked muscular dystrophy is caused by mutations in the enormously large DMD gene, encoding the protein called dystrophin. This gene was screened in a group of 27 unrelated Bulgarian DMD/BMD patients by MLPA analysis/complete sequencing. We managed to clarify the disease-causing mutation in 96.3% of the analyzed families. The MLPA analysis revealed 17 deletions (including a deletion of the very last exon 79), 6 duplications and 1 point mutation. Two additional point mutations (one of them novel) were detected after complete sequencing of the DMD gene. Altogether, 25 carriers and 11 noncarriers were detected in our families. The MLPA test proved to be a powerful tool in detecting deletions/duplications and in some cases point mutations/polymorphisms along the DMD gene. Using this approach in combination with a direct gene sequencing a number of Bulgarian DMD/BMD patients are genetically clarified and prepared for gene therapy in future.